
The Do's and Don'ts of Terrible Parenting
As parents, we always strive to do our best for our children. We want to provide
them with a loving and nurturing environment, ensuring their happiness and
success in life. However, it's essential to recognize that sometimes, focusing on
the negative aspects can be just as valuable. In this article, we will explore the
do's and don'ts of terrible parenting, shedding light on what not to do when raising
your child.

The Long-Term Impact of Terrible Parenting

Terrible parenting can have long-lasting consequences on a child's development
and well-being. From emotional and psychological issues to behavioral problems,
the effects can be far-reaching. It's crucial for parents to be aware of these
potential effects and strive to avoid them at all costs. Let's delve into some of the
common do's and don'ts that characterize terrible parenting.

Do's of Terrible Parenting

1. Neglect Your Child's Emotional Needs

One of the critical ingredients for terrible parenting is neglecting your child's
emotional needs. Ignoring their feelings, dismissing their concerns, or failing to
provide emotional support can lead to a detachment between parent and child.
Over time, this can create an environment of resentment and emotional instability
for the child.
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2. Set Unrealistic Expectations

Pushing your child to achieve unrealistic goals or demanding perfection can be
detrimental to their self-esteem and overall well-being. By setting the bar
unreasonably high, you create an atmosphere of constant pressure that can lead
to anxiety and stress in your child's life.

3. Focus on Punishment Instead of Teaching

Terrible parenting involves a disproportionate focus on punishment rather than
positive reinforcement and teaching moments. Instead of guiding your child
through their mistakes and providing constructive feedback, solely relying on
punishment can hinder their growth and development.

Don'ts of Terrible Parenting

1. Engage in Verbal or Physical Abuse

One of the most obvious and damaging don'ts of terrible parenting is engaging in
verbal or physical abuse. This kind of behavior can cause severe emotional
trauma to your child, leading to a lifelong impact on their mental health and
relationships.
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2. Treat Your Child as an Extension of Yourself

Viewing your child as an extension of yourself rather than an individual with their
own thoughts, feelings, and desires can hinder their personal growth and
autonomy. It's crucial to respect your child's individuality and allow them to
explore their own interests and make their own choices.

3. Neglect Your own Self-Care

Terrible parenting often involves neglecting your own self-care. By prioritizing
your child's needs to the extent that you neglect your physical and mental well-
being, you risk becoming emotionally drained and unable to provide the support
your child needs. Remember, taking care of yourself is essential for being an
effective parent.

While this article highlights the do's and don'ts of terrible parenting, it's crucial to
remember that the focus should always be on positive, nurturing, and supportive
parenting. By recognizing the negative aspects, we aim to shed light on behaviors
to avoid and encourage parents to strive for the best for their children.
Remember, being a good parent means being there for your child, providing love,
support, and guidance as they navigate through life.
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Mine is a story about a single year of life. This is a first hand account and not
simply based on true events. In the following years after I was forced to idly watch
the murder of my baby sister, I experienced imprisonment, paranoia, depression,
drugs, sex, and finally escape. For decades, I was unable to talk about it; unable
to wrap my fractured mind wholly around it.But now, I have decided to share. My
10 year old sister. Killed. Her murder forever twisting my dreams into nightmares
littered with figures of serial killers, home invaders, ethereal phantasms and
apparitions all trespassing my home and slaying her as I am weighed down and
helpless to act.In these dreams not far separated from my immediate reality, the
adults ran and left my sister and I to fend for ourselves. She was crippled, unable
to walk, doomed to succumb on her own. There was no one to save her but me.
In every dream each feeling of safety or respite when the apparitions would
recede, they would just as quickly return and instill a crushing weight of torment. I
had always known in these visions that I was the sole protector of my sister, and
everyone around me. For much of my life these recurring images haunted my
sleep.It was not until more than 20 years had gone by that I was finally able to
forgive myself for not saving her life. I always blamed myself for doing nothing
and I know now that it was not my fault. Countless others have their own stories
and many have tormented themselves in a similar manner for possibly just as
long. I share this story to make sure you know, it was not your fault. Say it with
me: It is not my fault. My nightmare is no more. I am awake. The morning dew is
a reminder that it is over. Forever.
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